Improvement of the Esca index for the evaluation of ecological quality of coralligenous habitats under the European framework directives
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Abstract

The ESCA (Ecological Status of Coralligenous Assemblages) index was recently developed to evaluate the ecological quality of coralligenous habitats. The study aims to improve the first index proposal through testing responses to different sources of anthropogenic pressures and optimizing the sampling effort. ESCA was calculated for 14 sites and tested against a gradient of human pressures. Moreover, the main scales of spatial variability of assemblages were evaluated and values of index obtained with different sampling designs were compared. Results showed that study sites resulted in high, good or moderate ecological status, according to an increasing gradient of anthropization level. Values of ESCA index obtained with different methods have been compared, and photographic methods provide EQR values lower than destructive methods. Spatial variability of assemblages was higher at large and small scales than at intermediate ones. Two locations for each study site and 20 replicated samples for each location may be consider the best sampling combination providing reliable values of ESCA index for the evaluation of ecological quality of coralligenous assemblages.
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Introduction

The Water Framework Directive (WFD, EC, 2000) and the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD, EC, 2008) aim at maintaining and improving the ecological status of marine coastal waters and they consider the assessment of ecological status of coastal areas a primary step to plan management strategies suitable to prevent further environmental deterioration. In this context, the development of biotic indices to assess the ecological quality of marine coastal ecosystems is considered a fundamental tool for the implementation of European legislation (Borja et al., 2010; Martinez-Crego et al., 2010). Over the last years, many indices have been used to assess the ecological status of different coastal marine ecosystems (Birk et al., 2012), but only a few of them have focused on the coralligenous habitat (Deter et al., 2012; Gatti et al., 2012; Cecchi et al., 2014). Coralligenous habitats develop in the Mediterranean Sea on deep subtidal rocky bottoms, where it represents one of the most important habitat for extension, biodiversity and role in CO\(_2\) dynamics (Laborel, 1961, 1987; Ballesteros, 2006; UNEP, 2007). It consists primarily of calcareous structures edified by Rhodophyta belonging to Corallinales and Peyssonneliales and secondarily by several sessile animals, mostly the Cnidaria, Polychaeta and Bryozoa (Ballesteros, 2006). The ecological importance of coralligenous habitat and its scientific and biodiversity interest are recognized by community legislation (Habitats Directive 92/43/CEE) and international conventions (Barcelona 1995); thus it can be considered one of the most relevant “special habitat types” that should be assessed under the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (EC, 2008) through accurate monitoring plans.

At the current state of knowledge, the Coralligenous Assemblage Index (CAI) (Deter et al., 2012), the COralligenous Assessment by Reef Scape Estimate (COARSE) (Gatti et al., 2015) and the Ecological Status of Coralligenous Assemblages (ESCA) (Cecchi et al., 2014) are the only indices developed for coralligenous habitat. The ESCA index was recently proposed to evaluate the ecological quality of coralligenous habitats through the structural and functional analysis of the macroalgal assemblages (Cecchi et al., 2014). Development of the ESCA index began with impact evaluation studies performed through destructive methods, which were used to select and test suitable descriptors for macroalgal coralligenous assemblages. Then, the photographic method for ESCA was developed by adjusting the metrics obtained from destructive methods to the visual census approach.
(Cecchi et al., 2014). The index was validated on an independent dataset and tested on a gradient of anthropogenic stressors (Cecchi et al., 2014) at a regional scale in the Mediterranean Sea (the Tuscany study area). Among points to be addressed, a particular relevance should be focused on the optimization of sampling designs and the definition of more accurate boundaries among ecological classes. According to the Water Framework Directive, five ecological classes were defined for the ESCA index on the basis of the following ranges of Ecological Quality Ratio (EQR) values: 1.0-0.81 High; 0.80-0.66 Good; 0.65-0.51 Moderate; 0.50-0.36 Poor; 0.35-0 Bad (Cecchi et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the definition of the ecological classes, especially related to the intermediate classes, is often problematic (Orfanidis et al., 2001; Mangialajo et al., 2007) and a large set of data is needed to properly fix the boundary classes (Borja & Dauer, 2008). Moreover, the optimization of sampling effort is considered a fundamental goal in order to obtain a cost-effective monitoring method (Panayotidis et al., 2004).

The study aims to improve the ESCA index through testing responses to different sources of anthropogenic pressures and optimizing sampling effort. Moreover, better definitions of the ecological classes have been pursued. To achieve these objectives, the index was calculated at 14 sites and tested against a gradient of pressures. Moreover, the main scales of spatial variability of assemblages were evaluated and values of index obtained with different sampling designs were compared.

Material and Methods

Coralligenous assemblages were sampled in 14 sites at the north-western Mediterranean Sea, seven islands and seven sites along the continental coasts (Fig. 1). To evaluate the human pressures affecting each study site, an indicator of the anthropogenic stress level was elaborated following an approach similar to that used by Gobert et al. (2009). The anthropization level was defined as the sum of eight impact factors affecting coralligenous assemblages: urbanization and urban waste, ports, tourism, industrial activities, sediment load, aquaculture, agricultural waste and fishing. Each impact factor was classified from 0 (no impact) to 3 (strong impact), according to presence and entity of human pressure, and distance of the sites from the source of impact. The final value of the anthropization level ranged from 0 to 17 (Table 1). In order to compare the structure of assemblages associated with areas with different ecological values, two different classes have been recognized based on values referred to protected areas: the low pressure class with values < 5 and the high pressure one with values > 5. At each site, two locations 100s of meters apart were randomly selected and in each location 30 photographic samples of 1875 cm² were collected on vertical rocky substrates between 30 and 35 m deep. Samples were analysed by Image J software (Cecchi et al., 2014) and the percentage cover of the main macroalgal taxa and morphological groups (Balata et al., 2011) were evaluated. According to the ESCA index methodology (Cecchi et al., 2014), three assemblage descriptors were used: the sensitivity level (SL), the α diversity and the β diversity. The SL of each study site was calculated by adding all the values of SL obtained for each of the taxa/groups observed in each photographic sample α-diversity was defined as the mean number of the main taxa/groups obtained in each photographic sample; β-diversity was evaluated as the mean distance of the photographic samples from centroids calculated in the PERMDISP analysis (Primer 6 + PERMANOVA, Anderson, 2006; Anderson et al., 2006). The ESCA index of each study site was expressed as Ecological Quality Ratio (EQR) calculated as the mean of three EQRi obtained for the assemblage descriptors ((EQRSL + EQRα + EQRβ) / 3). The EQRi were calculated as the ratios between values of SL, α-diversity and β-diversity and values obtained for the same descriptors in the Reference Conditions (Montecristo Island, Tuscan Archipelago National Park) (Cecchi et al., 2014).
classified according to new boundaries: 0-0.2 Bad, 0.21-0.4 Poor, 0.41-0.6 Moderate, 0.61-0.8 Good, and 0.81-1 High. A regression line was performed in order to test the relationship between values of ESCA index (expressed as EQR) obtained for the studied sites and level of pressures calculated for the same sites. The degree of correlation between EQR and level of pressures was calculated and reported as value of square correlation coefficient (determination coefficient, $R^2$). Significance of regression was tested by means of the appropriate test performed with the Statistica 10 software. To compare values of ESCA index obtained with different methods (destructive vs. photographic), five sites among the 14 studied were chosen and sampled through destructive techniques, following the same methods used to obtain the developed datasets of the ESCA index (Cecchi et al., 2014). In each of these sites, five samples of 400 cm$^2$ were collected in each of the two locations by scraping the bottom with a hammer and a chisel; abundance of the same taxa/morphological groups used for the analysis of photographic samples was evaluated as a percentage of cover (Boudouresque, 1971). ESCA index was calculated for each site through methods previously described and compared with the values obtained from photographic samples.

To evaluate the effectiveness of sampling design in terms of best sampling spatial scale, six sites among the 14 studied were chosen (two sites for each of the high, good and moderate ecological classes) and two areas 10s of meters apart were sampled in each of two locations. The pseudo-variance components ( Primer v6 + PERMANOVA, Anderson, 2001) were calculated for each spatial scale: site, location, area and sample.

For evaluating importance of intermediate spatial scales (location and area), three different datasets obtained by the six chosen locations were compared: 1) two locations and two areas per locations (i.e. the complete design); 2) two locations and one area per location (i.e. the original sampling design); 3) one location with two areas. Moreover, to evaluate the effectiveness of the index using different numbers of replicates, values of ESCA obtained with 30, 20 and 10 samples per location were compared.

The SIMPER test was used to compare the suitability of different sampling designs in detecting differences among assemblages subjected to different ecological conditions. The Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index was used to evaluate dissimilarity among conditions.

**Results**

Macroalgal assemblages in sites subjected to low human-induced pressure (pressure level 5 or less) were characterized by a stratified structure with a dominance of erect species, such as corticated Rhodophyta and the Chlorophyta *Halimeda tuna* and *Flabellia petiolata*; both *Peyssonnelia* spp. and turf represented approximately 20% of the assemblages (Fig. 2). In sites subjected to

![Fig. 2: Mean abundance (percentage of total cover) of the main taxa/morphological groups of macroalgae in sites subjected to high and low pressures.](image-url)
high pressure (pressure level greater than 5), the turf was dominant while the erect species showed low abundance (Fig. 2). Values of ESCA index ranged from 1.00 in reference conditions to 0.48 at Piombino, showing a correspondence with total levels of human pressures (Fig. 3). The regression line showed a significant negative correlation ($F<0.000$) between EQR values of ESCA and anthropization level (Fig. 4). The comparison between ESCA values obtained at the same sampled site with two different techniques (photographic and destructive methods) showed that photographic method provided lower values of EQR; moreover, this difference in the EQR values between the two methods increased with the values of index (Fig. 5). Pseudo-variance components showed high variability at large (among sites) and small (among samples) spatial scales, while intermediate spatial scales (location and area) had low values of variability; the lowest spatial variability was detected among areas 10s of meters apart (Fig. 6).

The comparison between values of ESCA index calculated with different sampling designs showed that differences from the complete design (two locations, two areas) were greater if only one location was considered, while values obtained with only one area (the original sampling design) were not far from those obtained with the complete design (Table 2, Fig. 7). The comparison between values of ESCA index calculated with a different number of replicates showed that differences between 20 and 30 replicates were very low while differences increased with 10 replicates, and one site (Meloria) changed its quality status from good to moderate (Table 2, Fig. 8).

Discussion

In sites subjected to low human-induced pressures, macroalgal assemblages were characterized by a stratified structure with abundant erect taxa, showing the typical structure of coralligenous assemblages at the studied depth range (Piazzi et al., 2004; Piazzi & Balata, 2011). In sites subjected to higher pressure, the sensitive taxa, such as *Halimeda tuna* and erect Rhodophyta, decreased while the filamentous species became dominant. Thus, data obtained by this large-scale investigation confirmed a pattern already highlighted by local correlative and experimental studies (Balata et al., 2005, 2007a, b, 2011; Gennaro & Piazzi, 2011, 2013; Piazzi et al., 2011, 2012). Turf-forming species may be at an advantage under stressed condition either directly, by improving their

---

Fig. 3: Values of the ESCA index and anthropization level in the studied sites. Black bars: high ecological status, white bars: good ecological status, grey bars: moderate ecological status.

Fig. 4: Relationship between values of the ESCA index and values of anthropization level obtained in the sites studied.
nutrient uptake in eutrophic conditions (Taylor et al., 1998) or indirectly, by increasing their competitiveness compared to erect species due to their ability to recover quickly after disturbance (Airoldi, 1998, 2000). Values of the index responded well to pressure levels, since all sites characterized by low pressures, except Portofino, resulted in high quality class of EQR, while the other sites resulted in good or moderate classes, according to an increasing gradient of the anthropization level. This result confirms the positive response of the index to environmental stressors highlighted in the previous study (Cecchi et al., 2014) and its sensitivity towards different levels of anthropogenic pressures. The choice of boundary values between good and moderate classes represents a critical point already highlighted with other indices (Orfanidis et al., 2001; Mangialajo et al., 2007). By analyzing results of studies on the responses of assemblages to experimental stress obtained through destructive sampling, this boundary was fixed at 0.65 (Cecchi et al., 2014). However, in the present study the sites subjected to relatively low pressure showed values of EQR lower than 0.65. Moreover, the lower values of the index obtained with the photographic methods compared to the destructive one confirmed that analysis of destructive samples allows the identification of a higher number of taxa, clearly influencing the values of index. Thus, we propose a new scale of values more fitted the photographic sampling method of ESCA and that takes into account results of this large-scale study; the new boundary value between good and moderate classes was fixed at 0.6. Patterns of spatial variability of assemblages agree with those described by previous studies (Piazzi et al., 2004; Balata et al., 2005), showing high variability at large (among sites) and small (among samples) scales, while variability at intermediate scales (between locations and areas) was low. The comparison between values of the index obtained with different sampling designs showing the greatest differences were obtained by eliminating one location from the complete design and not eliminating one area (i.e. the original design adopted). Concerning the number of replicates, previous studies suggested that a number of replicates higher than 10 for each location should be made to describe macroalgal coralligenous assemblages well (Piazzi et al., 2014a). The present paper confirms this finding, highlighting that 20 and 30 replicates allowed correctly classification of the study sites, with small differences of EQR values obtained with the two sets of replicates, while 10 replicates were not sufficient to calculate the ESCA index.

Summarizing the main results of the study, a sampling design that considers two locations 100s of meters far from each other for each study site and at last 20 replicate samples for each location may be considered sufficient to evaluate the ecological quality of coralligenous habitats through the ESCA index. The total sampling surface needed to investigate each study site was approximately 3.7 m$^2$ if 20 replicates were taken and 5.6 m$^2$ when 30 replicates were collected. This latter surface area agrees with the total surface area used by other methods to assess the quality status of coralligenous habitats (Kipson et al., 2011; Deter et al., 2012; Gatti et al., 2012, 2015). The use of sessile animals as indicators needs a larger sampling surface (Bianchi et al., 2004) due to the size and the distribution patterns of these while, if only macroalgal assemblages are considered, a smaller total surface may be enough. Although the index has been tested on a data set larger than that used to develop the method, the study is to be considered as preliminary for the evalu-
ation of the efficiency of the index on a large scale. In fact, it was aimed at improving the existing index and defining the best sampling design, all necessary steps to test the index on a larger geographical area and within a higher number of different conditions. In this regard, particular attention should be paid to the environmental and ecological conditions (gradients of anthropogenic stress) that may occur at different depths and mesological situations (geomorphology, orientation, slope, etc.), so as to test in really effective way the robustness of the index.

ESCA has been compared with other indices and methods to assess ecological quality of coralligenous assemblages highlighting similar patterns but also interesting complementary aspects (Montefalcone et al., 2014; Piazzi et al., 2014b). These studies suggest that coupling of data obtained through different sampling techniques represent an aspect to be developed to give a more complete picture about ecological quality of coralligenous habitat. In this context, the application of ESCA index also using sessile animals may represent a topic of further investigations. Moreover, the distribution of sampling surface may be an interesting aspect to be studied (Paravicini et al., 2009), given that the surface of a single replicate and the number of replicates are strictly related.
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